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About This Game

Infestation: Survivor Stories is a Survival Horror MMO that immerses players in a zombie-infested, post-apocalyptic world in
which a viral outbreak has decimated the human population leaving in its wake, a nightmare of epic proportion.

A Huge Persistent World: This is an nonlinear open world game

Explore, Scavenge, Kill, Survive: You are one of the few survivors and must navigate the desolate countryside exploring
cities and scavenging for items

Group with other players to increase your chances of survival

Key Features

Combination of First-Person and Third Person Perspectives

Meld of PVE (Player versus Environment) and PVP (Player versus Player)

Safe Settlements where Players can access their global inventory
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Create your own Clans

Reputation system – Choose to become a lawman or bandit

Leave Messages for friends in the game world with a time capsule

Immersive environment with unique and spine chilling sound effects

Huge variation of melee and firearm weapon types
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Title: Infestation: Survivor Stories Classic
Genre: Action, Indie, Massively Multiplayer, RPG, Simulation
Developer:
OP Productions LLC
Publisher:
OP Productions LLC

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS:Windows Vista/Windows 7 (enhanced for 64-bit OS)

Processor:2.4 GHZ Quad Core or better

Memory:4 GB RAM

Graphics:Nvidia GTX 460/ATI Radeon HD 5850

DirectX®:9.0

Hard Drive:3 GB HD space

Sound:Windows Compatible Sound Card

Other Requirements:Broadband Internet connection

English
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I love playing four player co-op games that are suitable for groups of varied skill level. This game manages brilliantly, another
title with simple controls but surpisingly deep gameplay. Plus superb art and visual effects, stuff that makes the gameplay feel
super satisfying when you land that sick off the wall double kill. In addition to the main mechanic of playing dodgeball with a
big ball of magic you have power-ups and the ability to turn other players into chickens (take that Kyle). Lastly the game comes
with a good selection of maps, each with its own unique twist. One map has fires you can light with your chicken spell, light
them all and you summon a minion to help you; another features bubbles that you must break to get the powerups. All in all this
is one of those games that will have all your friends asking when they can stop by and play again.

TL;DR a chaotic mesmerizing blast, highly recommend. new update makes it really good. I`m sorry i just genuinely hate this
game.

bad graphics, bad gameplay, and all the dragons are just too expensive. One of those soundtracks that might don't fit anywhere
except in the game they came from, and in those very specific moments. Every song has its context and place. Listening to it
without playing the game won't give you the same feeling, with the probable exception of Life is Beautiful (whistle theme) and
The Woods and the Goddess, both fo which are downright amazing by themselves.
It's hard to recommend a soundtrack for this price, BUT if you liked the game you most likely know it's a good sountrack
already.

Warning: Listening to this soundtrack while drinking coffee with milk may suddenly make the letters FK appear in the coffee. It
never fails!. it was not at all fun.. old school game .. nice. Good game, fun. Cute design of the game. Everything is clear,
interesting. How to pass the second stage?. It's not the most interesting game, the graphics and sounds are mediocre and you
have seen most of the content after a few rounds, but it plays quite nicely and kills some time. Would not necessarily
recommend it for 5€, but maybe on a sale.. This is a good game to zone out to. Nothing too exciting. a great game to calm down
with no matter how old you are.
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This tutorial is around 5 hours and is very thorough. It is detailed enough that you may wish to go through it many times
as it covers just about everything including securing loans and grants. I recommend getting it in the 2017 bundle so
that you get more bang for your buck. The reason is that this product is included in both the 2017 and the 2018 bundles
and the 2017 bundle is about 33% cheaper.
Worth every penny :). This is the definition of mobile gameplay, very little decisions to make and lots of grinding.
I undestand the desire for a simple strategy game, but it is not casual, it is much lower than that.
Avoid. It is cleanly done but it is one of the least interesting game on offer for PC.

Gaemplay:
- adjust slider between Ressources, Builders, Warriors and Population increase (no reason to change every turn)
- press enter

occassionaly you get a battle either click autofight or retreat, based on the prediction.
once in a while you get enough gold to purchase an upgrade, but gold come very slowly.

That's all,
. the storymode sucks. for NAVAL WAR loving guys.
. This game is really fun. The metacritic score is BS. Great gameplay, great fun, great story. Well worth the $6 that it is
on sale for.. I actually just couldn't get past the first level (the cave one) because even if the fuse box was off and the
cable stopped producing sparks, I just died each time I interacted with it, which prevented me to keep going.
I was hooked by the tone and the music in the beginning of this story but this kind of hard game-breaking bugs are
just absurd.. Got the game as part of a bundle, downloaded it because reviews were good. My experience is pretty
neutral though - it's a nice game, but not thrilling. A little bit of a challenge, I am only through about 20 levels or so
right now. I'm not sure I'll keep trying though because the game keeps losing my progress and I have to close and
reopen the game 2-4 times before it remembers how far I've gone. Also keeps preventing me from clicking to the next
level - I finish a level with perfect score, but the Next button doesn't do anything.
It's worth it if you have nothing better to do.. Fascinating premise let down by confusing implementation (they're doing
WHAT to the patient) and unenjoyable core gameplay.. Note to myself : Don't play this kind of game at night, even if
it's for a spooky atmosphere.. Tyler's resources are fantatic for one reason.
They can be used on a big variety of game concepts.
I personally like them.

What you see is what you get in three different sizes and a collection of recommended sizes to use them instnatly.
Good job making these.
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